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Strategies for urban sustainability

Urban strategy adjustment in turbulent times

Cities are facing multiple challenges, which
were intensified by the economic crisis, andwere intensified by the economic crisis, and
must implement strategies that allow them to
compete for (new) business investment, retain
talent and attract visitors in order to achieve a
sustainable model: being innovating, inclusive
and environmental responsible.
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Source: Adaptado de “Síntese do Workshop: As Cidades e os Desafios da Sustentabilidade”, DPP e ANEOP, Culturgest, 21 de Fevereiro de 2011, Lisboa. 



Urban trends

• Natural increase

• Immigration from rural areas• Immigration from rural areas

• Pushed from rural areas to 
urban areas

• Pulled to urban areas from 
rural areas

Growth
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Looking for cities…

… with strong economic growth

… socially inclusive

… and environmentally responsible
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Six strategic 
drivers

What makes a Sustainable City?
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Primary Source: European Smart Cities (http://www.smart-cities.eu/)
Secondary Source: JESSICA - Joint European Support for Sustainable Investment in City Areas, Background Paper, Dec 2011
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Portuguese cities: specific turbulence factors

Portuguese cities are subject to specific
turbulence factors that suggest aturbulence factors that suggest a
transition trajectory for reforming cities'
shape, functioning and financing.
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Source: “Síntese do Workshop: As Cidades e os Desafios da Sustentabilidade”, DPP e ANEOP, Culturgest, 21 de Fevereiro de 2011, Lisboa. 



Portuguese Cases

EnvironmentEnvironment
Energy

Urban Farms

Water systems
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MobilityMobility

Electric 
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decision 
making

Public 
Procurement
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Environment: Smart energy

The future is being born in Évora

This World Heritage City is the first urban area in Portugal to hook up 
to the intelligent energy grid.

By promoting energy efficiency, microgeneration and electrical mobility, 
this will be a shining example of sustainability for the whole country.this will be a shining example of sustainability for the whole country.

Source: Évora InovCity website (http://www.inovcity.pt/en/)
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InovCity Évora – Smart Energy Living
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ECO.AP  - Energy Efficiency in Public Administration
� Target: 30% reduction in energy consumption by 2020 in public buildings and facilities.

� There are approximately 11000 energy feeding points in the public buildings across Portugal.

� Annual cost in energy consumption in public buildings is over 500 M€.

� Objective is setting up a performance contract rational in the whole sample with contracts 

including water management and energy production.

Main Opportunities:

� Development of a ESCo market;

� Expertise exchange between public bodies and private companies (ESCOs) in order to learn 

from different experiences;

� Knowledge exchange in renewable energy source building integration.

� Direct Investment in the ESCo’s (equity or debt) or setting up energy fund.



The SF Energy Invest project

Environment: CASA+, energy performance simulator for households  

Source: http://www.casamais.adene.pt/
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Smart Cities Building’ ID
�Adene (Portuguese Energy Agency) is currently developing an 
open, integrated platform that allows managing the built 
patrimony performance in a dynamic approach with the users: 

- Energy, materials and water consumption;

- Products and equipment certification;

- Intervention opportunities towards energy refurbishment; 

- Solar potential in the built environment;- Solar potential in the built environment;

- Real time information, smart metering;

- Users engagement towards energy behavior change.

- Pilot test bed in one Lisbon neighborhood.

Main Opportunities:

• Expertise exchange between public bodies and private companies 
(ESCo’s) in order to learn from different experiences;

• Knowledge exchange in renewable energy source building 
integration;

• Real test-bed for development  of smart-cities related technologies.



Environment: Urban Farms

Horta à Porta Project - Biological kitchen gardens of Horta à Porta Project - Biological kitchen gardens of 
Porto’s Region
Biological kitchen gardens of Porto's Region , is a 
project aiming to promote the quality of life of the 
population, through better agricultural, environmental 
and social practices.
Promotion home and community composting (organic 
waste)

Natural Garden Project
The Natural Garden Project aims to increase the area of 
biological agriculture of our 8 Associated Municipalities 
and to raise the awareness of the population to the 
gardens maintenance in a sustainable way. 

Source: Horta da Formiga website (http://www.hortadaformiga.com/gb/main.cfm )
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Mobility: Mobi-E

Source: Mobi-E Project website (http://www.mobie.pt/en/)

Principles for Electric Mobility 
in Portugal

• Universal access

• Multiple options for the consumer

• Fast nationwide infrastructure 
deployment

• Private investment (mostly)
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Mobility: Turning Portuguese electric mobility into reality

Portugal is a first mover in this new mobility 
and technological paradigm, being one of the 
first countries in the world with a national-
wide charging infrastructure.

From design and 
industrialization to testing and 
validation of new generations 
of mobility solutions based on 
full systems integration from 
engineering to production and 
operation – vehicles, batteries, 
ITC systems, electric grid 
interaction, renewable 
energies

PORTUGAL IS 
CREATING THE 

MOST 
ADEQUATE 

CONDITIONS 
ALL-ACROSS THE 

ELECTRIC 
MOBILITY VALUE 

CHAIN
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Mobility: Bicycle riding in Lisbon

The creation of a network of bicycle 
routes and corridors across Lisbon is a 
strategic investment in the area of 
mobility. The city supports the use of 
bicycles combined with the public 
transportation, in order to reduce 
traffic flows.

Source: CML Mobilidade Ciclável website (http://www.cm-lisboa.pt/viver/mobilidade/modos-suaves/mobilidade-ciclavel)
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traffic flows.



Mobility: BUGA – Aveiro’s free riding bicycle

The BUGA project (Bicicleta 

de Utilização Gratuita de 

Aveiro), sponsored and 
managed by the municipality, 
aims at reintroducing the 
bicycle in the current day-to-
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Source: Welsh School of Architecture BUGA Case Study (http://www.cardiff.ac.uk/archi/programmes/cost8/case/transport/buga.html)

bicycle in the current day-to-
day life of the town. With a 
stock of 200 bicycles, spread 
over 39 parks, it offers the 
possibility of a free ride to 
any citizen, as well as a 
specially designed network 
of bicycle routes covering the 
whole town. 



Governance: Lisbon’s participative decision making

The city of Lisbon encourages it’s citizens to be aware of 

Source: Lisboa Participa website  (http://www.lisboaparticipa.pt/ )
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The city of Lisbon encourages it’s citizens to be aware of 
and to take part of the municipality’s decisions. Every year 
a number of projects and proposals are submitted to a poll 
in order to select which ones will be financed by the 
municipality.

The mobilization of people, either individually or through 
associations, reflect the power of citizen participation in the 
life of the city. The goal is to build a participatory 
governance, involving all citizens, mobilizing, caring and 
designing Lisbon.



Best Practices on Sustainability

19Source: Inteli website (http://www.inteli.pt/pt/go/indice-cidades-inteligentes-2020)



Thank you!

ines.diogo@apambiente.pt


